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YHA has been associated with the Isle of Wight since the earliest pre-war days, when half a dozen privately-owned
accommodation hostels were run for the benefit of YHA members. Between 1945 and 1949 these were replaced by
large fully-owned hostels opened successively at Sandown, Carisbrooke Castle, Whitwell and Cowes. Carisbrooke
had to be handed back to the crown after a mere three seasons, while Cowes closed in 1969. Whitwell lasted until
1991 and Sandown until 2007. These hostels were particularly busy during the 1970s, and YHA took a bold step in
opening a number of small summer temporary hostels to supplement the hostelling capacity on the island. The
temporaries were run by volunteers, often students, several of whom had cut their teeth at the newly established
Carter Lane facility in London – itself for many years the grandest of seasonal temporary hostels.
Yet the west of the island had been poorly served. A tiny pre-war hostel in the old Town Hall at Newtown, 1970s
seasonal temporary hostels in the old station at Yarmouth and redundant school buildings in Shorwell, and a brief
private enterprise location in Freshwater Bay in the early 1970s were attempts to breach the gap. YHA’s acquisition
of a large 1860s property, the Hurst Hill Hotel at Totland, aimed to put that right. It was bought freehold on 28th
March 1974 for £21,750 and vested in the YHA Trust. Having acquired such a promising property, YHA’s
Southern Region had to decide how to spend its limited resources in adapting it to their needs. Their officer Arthur
Meaby drew up the following paper, worth detailing in full to indicate the level of planning contingency necessary:

Southern Region Youth Hostels Limited, 58, Streatham High Road, London, SW16.
Proposed Youth Hostel – Totland Bay
This paper is produced to try and explain the alternatives open to the Region with regard to conversion of the
building into a Youth Hostel. Whilst these are not the only schemes which can be put forward I consider they
are the best basic schemes possible – although, of course, various details might have to be altered when proper
plans are drawn up.
Irrespective of which scheme is approved the following will apply:
Wardens’ quarters – This will be in a separate building (existing) attached to the side of the main building. This
will make an adequate unit but would not be suitable for members’ use, except by costly conversion.
Wardens’ kitchen – This can only be located in one position to give good access to his accommodation and also
to the sign in point, the floor area will be 308 sq ft (reduced in scheme 1 by 32 sq ft)
Dormitories Ground Floor
Room 13 = 182 sq ft to give 5 beds @ 36 sq ft
Room 14 = 150 sq ft to give 4 beds@ 37.5 sq ft
Room 15 = 84 sq ft to give 2 beds @42 sq ft
Dormitories First Floor
Room 1 = 150 to give 4 beds @ 37.5 sq ft
4 = 195 sq ft to give 5 beds @ 39 sq ft
5 = 156 sq ft to give 4 beds @ 39 sq ft
6 = 130 sq ft to give 3 beds @ 43 sq ft
7 = 251 sq ft to give 7 beds@ 36 sq ft
9 = 187 sq ft to give 5 beds @ 37 sq ft
11 = 136 sq ft to give 4 beds @ 34 sq ft
12 =168 sq ft to give 4 beds @ 42 sq ft
Total beds 47 beds DES Standards
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Scheme 1 (Approximate total cost £45,000).
To provide as previously stated and the following:
Downstairs wash room comprising
2 toilets
1 shower
2 wash hand basins
First floor 2 wash rooms
2 toilets in each
1 shower in each
2 wash hand basins
NB 1 wash hand basin provided in each dormitory.
Room 2 - Assistant warden’s room 89 sq ft
Room 8 - Assistant warden’s room 40.5 sq ft
Both to be fitted with a wash hand basin.
Common/dining room – 168 sq ft
Dining/common room – 248 sq ft
Members’ kitchen – 251 sq ft
Warden’s shop – 32 sq ft
Warden’s store – 100 sq ft, plus part basement
Wash up – 64 sq ft
Staff WC existing
The hostel would not have a proper drying room and the common room would have to be shared with meals
provided dining room. The number of beds on DES Standards would be 47.
Scheme 2 (approximate total cost £51,570).
In this scheme we would build a passage way on the ground floor which would increase the room available and
also carry out the following:
Open up dormitories 5 and 6 to give (7) 8 beds@35.7 sq ft
Open up dormitories 9 and 12 to give (9) 10 beds @ 35.5 sq ft
Use additional room on ground floor to give 7 beds @ 36 sq ft
The common and dining rooms would be the same as Scheme 1
Members’ kitchen – 240 sq ft
Warden’s shop – 40 sq ft
Warden’s store – 50 sq ft plus basement
New staff WC
Members’ WC (Staff WC in Scheme 1 )
Drying room – 88 sq ft
Wash up – 63 sq ft
Everything else would be as in Scheme 1 with 56 beds on DES, again no separate common room, slightly smaller
MK, with an additional 9 bed spaces.
Scheme 3 (approximate cost £56,050). (£45,050 written in ink at the side)
As scheme 2 with a small extension on the first floor to give an additional 5 beds@ 36 sq ft which would make 61
beds on DES, but would have no improvement of facilities.
Scheme 4 (approximate cost £68,000).
This would involve infilling of the premises by building a block which would enable us to have a:
Members’ kitchen – up, to 480 sq ft
Wash up – 96 sq ft
Separate common room – 251 sq ft
Additional dormitories on first floor giving a total increase of 13 beds after taking into consideration the
reduction on the ground floor, making 74 beds on DES.
Scheme 5 (approximate cost £73,000).
With a slightly larger building project to give you an additional 8 beds on DES making a total of 82 beds DES,
otherwise the same as Scheme 4.

The outcome was almost certainly a distant adaptation of the above options based on experience, pragmatism and
finance; 66 beds were provided. The school and group trade, always so important at this location, would have to
comply with the stringent specifications set out by the Department for Education and Science. The works were
extensive and, typically, took longer than expected. YHA’s WightWash magazine of August 1975 outlined the delay:
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When the 1975 handbook was printed it was envisaged that Totland would be open by now and therefore
members visiting the Isle of Wight would be able to stay at the new hostel during the period from 17th to 21st
September when the other hostels on the island were closed. However, due to building delays, Totland is unlikely
to be open before the New Year, so in fact no hostel would be open on the island for the five days mentioned. In
order to overcome this problem, it has been arranged that Whitwell will now be open for this period.

There was positive news in the February 1976 edition of Hostelling News:

Although not officially open yet, the region’s latest hostel at Hurst Hill, Totland Bay, on the Isle of Wight has
been open for business since 1st January. John Ledwood, the warden, reports that several members have already
sampled the delights of this standard grade 66-bed hostel and that bookings for the summer are already very
encouraging. The total cost of the hostel is now estimated to have been in excess of £85,000.

This J Dixon postcard view of Totland hostel from the north-east dates from the opening months. To the left of the former
Hurst Hill Hotel building stands the YHA brick block, much transformed in later years, and twin garages, subsequently
demolished to enhance the hostel provision. The balcony balustrade has remained as a distinguishing feature of the hostel.
The conservatory may have been a YHA confection; it formed the hostel wash-up for decades but has been swept away in a
recent development to provide a new classroom. The flat topped extension on the right, built in the 1920s, became the
warden’s house, but has recently been adapted for guests as the West Wing, the staff moving to the block on the south side.
Both flat-topped extensions in this image are now fitted with apex roofs (YHA Archive)

The Spring 1976 edition of Hostelling News offered an insight into the history of the building:

The hostel opened fully to members in January and is newly equipped throughout. It was originally a large
private house. During its history it has been owned by an animal lover who gave indoor sanctuary to all manner
of creatures including goats, but no trace of them will be found in the dormitories today! The building was used
as a military billet for Canadian troops during the war and the Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie is reputed to
have spent time there. Before the YHA took over the building it was used as a hotel, but it required extensive
renovations and a new section has been built on, to provide more spacious accommodation. A ghost is said to
haunt the part occupied by the wardens. The members’ kitchen is equipped with ample cooking points and even
has an oven and a large fridge.

In May of that year London hosteller Carol Frost wrote a balanced assessment of the new hostel in WightWash:
New Hostel stands up to Easter strain
Totland youth hostel stood up well to its first major trial. The 66 members who descended on the hostel on
Good Friday found the wardens Barbara and John Ledwood and their assistants ready to cope. It is pleasantly
decorated and curtained and almost fully equipped.
Although the members’ kitchen has a very useful 8-pint water boiler with a musical alarm whistle, it lacked small
teapots, sieves (necessary now we all seem to have rice) but boasted a huge refrigerator and an oven. With seating
for only 3 at one table and congestion around the 2 sinks / water heater / food preparation surface / fridge /
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crockery shelves and lockers, some planning is desirable. Higher stools would bring more table top into use. Coat
hooks in dormitories were very scarce. The common room was rather small and in summer the large garden
could double as an extension to the common room (and members kitchen if there was suitable access). The
drying room will be useful if English summers revert to the usual downpours.
All praise to the wardens in pulling the place together, I look forward to another visit when all the wrinkles have
been ironed out and the cycle shed completed.

By June of the following year the same magazine was reporting an excellent members’ kitchen:
A really first class members’ kitchen with large fridge, lots of grills, water boiler and plenty of all kinds of
equipment.

Some months after its opening to members, the hostel received an official blessing, with an array of YHA and local
dignitaries, recorded again by the excellent Wightwash magazine of July 1976:
Totland hostel was officially opened by Admiral of the Fleet Earl Mountbatten of Burma, Governor and Lord
Lieutenant of the Isle of Wight, on Thursday May 27th, although as the Earl remarked in his speech it has been
unofficially open for five months. In reply the Vice Chairman of the Isle of Wight County Council said how glad
he was that a new hostel had been established in West Wight and commented that his county had more
footpaths per unit area than any other county. John Parfitt, National Chairman YHA, spoke of the work and
funding of the YHA, pointing out that the Department of Education and Science had given a grant of £22,000
towards the cost of the hostel. Earl Mountbatten in his speech compared the YHA to United World Colleges, an
organisation of which he is President in that both promote international friendship and aim to give their
members a greater knowledge and love of the countryside.
Earl Mountbatten was taken on a guided tour of the hostel by the wardens John and Barbara Ledwood, during
which he tried a hostel mattress together with Barbara, much to the amusement of the members present.

Another postcard view of Totland hostel, from Cranstoun Close, a cul-de-sac on the east side developed after
the opening of the hostel and named after Polly Cranstoun, an owner of the house before its hotel days.
Here the brick block and garages remained in their initial form (YHA Archive)

Price-grading had been introduced to YHA in 1971; Totland was listed as Superior. Inevitably, in 1977, there was
some swapping of beds between dormitories to comply with grading. In that year bike hire was made available.
John Ledwood remained in charge at Totland for over 20 years, steering it through successful growth towards the
new millennium. During this period, the hostel expanded to 78 beds in 1991, relaxing to 72 by John’s final year,
1998. YHA News of Spring 1997 described extensive decoration externally and internally.
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During August 1982 a frank but largely positive internal YHA inspection report on Totland Youth Hostel by
Lionel Creek, a longstanding volunteer with YHA, found the following:
68 beds. This hostel continues to justify its Superior grading and is being maintained in first class condition.
There are, however, odd points which require consideration, these are included in the following report:
Common room
This is rather on the small size for a 68 bed hostel measuring approximately 14ft x 14ft. It is comfortable and well
furnished and providing the main dining room is open to members when the hostel is full, the size is no problem.
Dormitories
No problem in this area.
Toilets and washroom
Well maintained and well up to standard. The only point which might be worth considering is the possibility of
fitting curtains to give privacy in the showers. This is an omission which I have heard members complain of.
Members’ kitchen
Previous reports have mentioned congestion. This has not changed and is very bad when more than about 10
members are cooking at the same time. Fortunately, self cooking nights are to be discontinued next season, this
will avoid one night a week, which must be almost impossible when the hostel is full. The only way the problem
could be overcome would be to prevent members from eating in the kitchen, remove the unit across the angle of
the L-shaped room, and spread the cooking rings round both legs of the L. The first point would not be difficult
as there is an adequate separate self-cookers dining room. The other points would involve spending and may have
to wait until funds are available.
Hostel kitchen
The only problem here is a plumbed-in washer.
Dining rooms
There are separate but adjacent dining rooms for meals provided and self-cookers. Together they can seat a full
hostel. Approximate dimensions (the rooms are not perfect rectangles): 24ft 6in x 15ft 6in and 15ft x 11ft 10in.
Wash up
As previously reported this is very congested, no alterations having been made since the last visit. The room is in
fact a narrow conservatory in which the only working surfaces being the draining boards and the top of one
kitchen unit in which the crockery is stored.
Outside
On the whole the hostel looks well but on the west side the wall needs repainting where the old paint is peeling
off the brickwork. Also on the same side of the building the windows are showing bare timber.

Marjan Roskes from Holland has been a seasoned YHA enthusiast, frequently arranging family hostelling holidays in the UK.
The trip was made in August 1990. Here is a family snap of suppertime in a members’ kitchen that could
be described as cramped; nowadays self-caterers take their meals in the main dining room.
Marjan has kindly donated her photographic records to the YHA Archive
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The hostel was detailed for closure by YHA in 2010, but over the ensuing period was purchased outright by Bob
Gillott, who had taken over from John Ledwood in 1999. He kept the facility going seamlessly on an Enterprise
basis from the 2012 season. There has been much building work during the Enterprise period, most noticeably
alterations to the south-east corner of the plot, where the original YHA flat-topped brick building has received a
sympathetic gable roof and where an external lateral corridor linking this area to the main hostel has replaced the
former garage block. The self-catering kitchen is to the rear of this corridor.
Today there is a large selection of bedrooms. On the first floor of the original hotel building are rooms 1-12, of
which 9 and 11 are single-bedded staff bedrooms. Guest bedrooms are 2-, 4- and 6-bedded, rooms 2 and 5 being ensuite. A recent development is the conversion of the manager’s house, the West Wing, to guest accommodation,
with the south-east block now used for staff. The pattern is quite different from 1999: what is now the quiet lounge
upstairs was then an 18-bedded room, and others were generally more tightly packed.
YHA has variously called the hostel Totland (Isle of Wight); Totland Bay (Isle of Wight); Totland Bay (West
Wight), Totland Bay and plain Totland. Bob Gillott observes that Hurst Hill House formerly had much larger
grounds; there has been considerable housing development around the hostel, so that it is now less isolated than
originally.
Totland possibly holds the distinction for a current hostel in YHA of having only two managers in its entire near-45
years of operation.

Upper: an early pin badge of Totland, framed by a later cloth badge and hostel stamp;
lower: YHA’s final postcard of Totland youth hostel (author’s collection)
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YHA Totland – interior views. The hostel is blessed with two lounges (YHA Archive)
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Cheerful shots of an attractive and welcoming hostel (author’s photographs, May 2016)

Brighstone (seasonal) Youth Hostel

2004 to present

The Scout, Guide and Community Centre, North Street, Brighstone, Isle of Wight PO30 4AX.
Historic County Hampshire (Wight)

YHA Region South

GR SZ 428828

Brighstone Scouts, based in the village eight miles east of Totland, had long used a timber hut as their club base. In
the new millennium an application was made by the Scout Association to the National Lottery for funding for a new
purpose-built stone-faced hall, complete with sports facilities and accommodation. It was a stipulation of the
successful bid that it should be shared with at least one
other user. YHA, through its Totland hostel operation
eight miles west of Brighstone, successfully negotiated a
joint arrangement.
The new facility was completed in 2004 (though 2003 is
on the datestone) and a small youth hostel at Brighstone
has operated each year since July 2004 during the school
summer holidays as an adjunct to Totland hostel.
The original timber Scout hut at Brighstone, built on land
given by Mr Cheverton (image courtesy Terry Eaststaff)
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Until 2011, for as long as Totland was a YHA fully-owned hostel, bookings and maintenance for Brighstone were
under the control of the parent hostel under its manager Bob Gillott. When Bob took on the Enterprise deal in
2012, the arrangement continued seamlessly.
Its facilities include a large hall, with underfloor heating, toilets and showers with disabled facilities and a fully
equipped kitchen. Hostel accommodation was originally two 6-bedded rooms, but has been adapted now to provide
two 2-bed, a 4-bed and a 6-bed room. The Centre is used on a regular basis by Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorer
Scouts, Rainbows, Brownies and Guides, local organisations and the YHA. There is a 2-bedded room for use by the
volunteer warden and a self-catering facility.

Brighstone hostel’s pleasant building, with 2003 datestone. The large hall is viewed to the south and north.
Dormitories and associated rooms flank the hall, where Bob Gillott stands by for action (author’s photographs, May 2016)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1976-1991 previous Oct to Sept; 1992 Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present Mar to following Feb
∆: Totland Hostel; †: Brighstone Hostel
* 17 month period
1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

…

…

…

…

…

…

8957∆

9110∆

8364∆

8635∆

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

8879∆

8732∆

7521∆

8845∆

8329∆

8353∆

7641∆

8499∆

8329∆

9124∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

8986∆

10316∆

11118*∆

8912∆

7605∆

7161∆

7203∆

7998∆

7796∆

8482∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

6072∆
…

5971∆
…

6489∆
…

7256∆
…

7271∆
215†

6230∆
252†

6552∆
197†

6702∆
201†

5610∆
364†

5467∆
409†

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

5662∆
514†

6689+∆
426†

3839∆
open†

3853∆
open†

open∆
open†

open∆
open†

open∆
open†

open∆
open†

open∆
open†

open∆
open†

John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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